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guidelines: 

we think that the end of Run 2 of the LHC is a time to reconsider the 
approaches we have used and are using to disentangle evidence of new 
physics from both direct searches and indirect measurements of particle 
properties and precision Standard-Model (SM) observables.

In this context, measurement of Higgs-boson observables, searches for 
exotic particles, and more will all play a crucial and complementary role. 

With this talk we would like to look at the physics program of the LHC and 
critically review the methods and ideas proposed so far in the 
investigation of new physics, opening the discussion to new ideas, new 
approaches, new avenues.
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[…] reconsider the approaches […] to disentangle evidence of new 
physics from direct searches and […] Standard-Model (SM) observables.

• measured all that’s been measurable!

• robust simulation of detector performance, complemented by huge 
statistics to enable data-driven determination of bgs and systematics

• accurate luminosity, O(2%) => absolute measurements

• large dynamic range, to challenge production dynamics and 
theoretical understanding/modeling over an immense range of 
configurations 

• redundancy/synergy: measurements help other measurements (eg 
some data generate PDF constraints, which benefit other studies)

• greater reliance on ever more precise theoretical calculations

• unprecedented engagement of the TH community to improve the 
modeling, the interpretation, the planning:

• re-interpretation tools, simplified models, EFT, …
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.. and much more!
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• QCD dynamics under all conditions, leading to “discoveries” in many 
areas: spectroscopy, total/elastic/diffractive cross sections, 
thermodynamics, collective phenomena in small&large systems, …

• Flavour physics of top, bottom, charm: rare decays, CKM, CPV, …

• EW interactions in the TeV region

• searches, searches, searches ….
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That the main anomalies observed so far (e.g. mγγ=750 GeV and lepton-
flavour universality violation) were not anticipated, supports the belief 
that searches are not biased by prejudice, are flexible and open to 
surprises, should there be any…
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=> the variety, quality, breadth, precision of the measurements published 
by the LHC experiments are mind boggling and have no parallel in the 
history of our field

=> the talks at this mtg are a celebration of 10 yrs of success stories of 
both experimental and theoretical communities

That the main anomalies observed so far (e.g. mγγ=750 GeV and lepton-
flavour universality violation) were not anticipated, supports the belief 
that searches are not biased by prejudice, are flexible and open to 
surprises, should there be any…

=> the inability to “disentangle evidence of new physics…” is not a 
failure of the approaches… it’s just that new physics isn’t there yet!
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• Aside from exceptional moments in the development of the field, research is 
not about proving a theory is right or wrong, it’s about finding out how 
things work

• We do not measure Higgs couplings precisely to find deviations from the 
SM. We measure them to know them!

• LEP’s success was establishing SM’s amazing predictive power!

• Precision for the sake of it is not necessarily justified. Improving X10 the precision 
on m(electron) or m(proton) is not equivalent to improving X10 the Higgs 
couplings: 
• m(e) => just a parameter; m(p)=> just QCD dynamics; Higgs couplings => ???  

• … and who knows how important a given measurement can become, to 
assess the validity of a future theory?
• the day some BSM signal is found somewhere, the available precision 

measurements, will be crucial to establish the nature of the signal, whether 
they agree or deviate from the SM 
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[…] critically review the methods and ideas proposed so far in the 
investigation of new physics, opening the discussion to new ideas, new 
approaches, new avenues.

There are plenty of examples showing the multitude and ingenuity of 
new ideas that emerged from the cross talk of theoretical 
developments and experimental opportunities

Example: DM searches in MET+X (X=jet, V, …)
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Example: search for low-mass resonances V→2 jets

V
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search impossible at masses below few hundred GeV, 
due to large gg→gg bg’s and trigger thresholds 
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Example: search for low-mass resonances V→2 jets
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search impossible at masses below few hundred GeV, 
due to large gg→gg bg’s and trigger thresholds 

V

• S/B improves (qg initial state 
dominates both S and B)

• use boosted techniques to 
differentiate V→qq vs QCD 
dijets

• εtrig ~ 100%

At large pT:

arXiv:1705.10532
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The realization that loopholes were being left in searches (eg LLPs) 
led to new dedicated strategies with the existing detectors:

… and to the planning of dedicated upgrades for HL-LHC (eg timing), 
or of dedicated new detectors (FASER, Mathusla, Codex-b, …)



HL/HE-LHC Physics workshop

WG1 report
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.04070 (219 pages)
WG2 report
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.00134 (364 pages)
WG3 report
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.07831 (279 pages)
WG4 report
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.07638 (292 pages)
WG5 report
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.06772 (207 pages)
“Volume 2” (collection of ATLAS and CMS public notes):
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10229 (1369 pages)

Critical reviews of methods and many new ideas/
models for the search programme discussed during the

and documented in the WG reports:

I will not repeat any of the material shown there, but will 
raise a couple of additional points

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.04070
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.00134
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.07831
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.07638
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.06772
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10229
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Several BSM signatures can lead to differences in rates between electrons 
and muons. Tests of lepton universality should become a common feature of 
all SM measurements at high Q2, since even tiny e/μ/τ asymmetries could 
hint at some otherwise elusive process

Heavy neutrino N production Sleptons

Leptoquarks or Z’ from flavour anomalies

Greljio, Marzocca, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.09015.pdf

Explore and test more systematically lepton universality

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.09015.pdf
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Use data to minimize systematics of relative e/μ/τ efficiencies and acceptances, 
avoiding the risk of calibrating away new physics

Challenge

Ex: 
- correlate inclusive Z→ee, μμ, ττ for low-pt leptons
- correlate high-pT Z→ee, μμ, ττ for high-pt leptons
- avoid high-mass DY, or “W” (𝓵+MET) as they might hide NP
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Use data to minimize systematics of relative e/μ/τ efficiencies and acceptances, 
avoiding the risk of calibrating away new physics

Challenge

Ex: 
- correlate inclusive Z→ee, μμ, ττ for low-pt leptons
- correlate high-pT Z→ee, μμ, ττ for high-pt leptons
- avoid high-mass DY, or “W” (𝓵+MET) as they might hide NP

How well can we establish the e/mu universality in the decays of such a Z’, given the 
poor mass resolution in the dimuon channel?
Are there ways to at least partly improve the mμμ resolution, eg exploiting the unphysical 
missET that arises from the independent mismeasurement of the two muons?

Challenge



More systematic use of top quark events
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σtot(14 TeV) ~ 1 nb

• 3 x109 top pairs produced in 3 ab–1

•⇒ O(108) events triggered with one top fully reconstructed and 

charge-tagged, to allow the fully inclusive study of the second top 
decay.

• In addition to the search for non-(t→Wb) decays, study:
• O(108) fully inclusive t→Wb decays

• 108 fully charge-tagged b hadrons
• rare and forbidden W decays
• 3 107 W→charm (exercise charm-tagging algos ?)
•107 W→tau decays



A concrete application: 
testing lepton universality in W decays

 17

BR(τ) / BR(e/μ) ~ 1.066 ± 0.025  => ~ 2.5 σ

PDG entries dominated by LEP2 data

A 2-3% measurement would be very competitive: 
can the LHC clarify this issue with its tt→𝓵τ events?
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eμ:  ~20K evts / 35.9fb–1 at 13 TeV => ~2M evts / 3ab–1 at 14 TeV

arXiv:1812.10505

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.10505
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eμ:  ~20K evts / 35.9fb–1 at 13 TeV => ~2M evts / 3ab–1 at 14 TeV

lτ:  ~2K evts / 19.6fb–1 at 8 TeV => ~1.2M evts / 3ab–1 at 14 TeV

Use Z →ττ = Z →𝓵𝓵 to reduce syst’s?

=> plenty of statistics to play with analysis, identify appropriate 
kinematical fiducial regions, and reduce potential systematics!

arXiv:1407.6643arXiv:1812.10505

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1812.10505
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R. Abdul Khalek, S. Bailey, J. Gao, L. Harland-Lang and J. Rojo 

From J.Rojo’s talk yesterday

WG1 reportUltimate PDFs



 20WG1 report (R. Abdul Khalek, S. Bailey, J. Gao, L. Harland-Lang and J. Rojo)



CMS: fitting mt, αS, PDF from ttbar production

 21

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1904.05237

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1904.05237
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Challenge of these works: hard to assess 
that we’re not fitting away in the PDF or 
mt some inadequacy of the TH 
modeling….



A couple of final remarks 
related to the Higgs

 23
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v
H0

Who ordered that ?

V(H) = – μ2 |H|2 + λ |H|4
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v
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We must learn to appreciate the depth and the value of this 
question, which is set to define the future of collider physics

V(H) = – μ2 |H|2 + λ |H|4
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q1 q2

r

V(r) = +
r 1

q1 x q2

sign fixed 
by photon 
spin

power determined by gauge 
invariance/charge 
conservation/Gauss theorem

quantized, 
in units of 
fixed charge

v
H0

VSM (H) = �µ
2 |H|2 + � |H|4

both sign 
and value 
totally 
arbitrary

>0 to ensure 
stability, but 
otherwise arbitrary

any function of |H|2 would be 
ok wrt known symmetries



a historical example: 
superconductivity

•The relation between the Higgs phenomenon and the SM is similar to 
the relation between superconductivity and the Landau-Ginzburg 
theory of phase transitions: a quartic potential for a bosonic order 
parameter, with negative quadratic term, and the ensuing symmetry 
breaking. If superconductivity had been discovered after Landau-
Ginzburg, we would be in a similar situations as we are in today: an 
experimentally proven phenomenological model. But we would still lack 
a deep understanding of the relevant dynamics.
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•The relation between the Higgs phenomenon and the SM is similar to 
the relation between superconductivity and the Landau-Ginzburg 
theory of phase transitions: a quartic potential for a bosonic order 
parameter, with negative quadratic term, and the ensuing symmetry 
breaking. If superconductivity had been discovered after Landau-
Ginzburg, we would be in a similar situations as we are in today: an 
experimentally proven phenomenological model. But we would still lack 
a deep understanding of the relevant dynamics.

• For superconductivity, this came later, with the identification of e–e– 
Cooper pairs as the underlying order parameter, and BCS theory. In 
particle physics, we still don’t know whether the Higgs is built out of 
some sort of Cooper pairs (composite Higgs) or whether it is 
elementary, and in either case we have no clue as to what is the 
dynamics that generates the Higgs potential. With Cooper pairs it 
turned out to be just EM and phonon interactions. With the Higgs, none 
of the SM interactions can do this, and we must look beyond.

 26



 27* M. Cepeda, S. Gori, P. J. Ilten, M. Kado, and F. Riva, (conveners), et al, Higgs Physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC,  
CERN-LPCC-2018-04, https://cds.cern.ch/record/2650162. 

Higgs self-coupling projections @ HL-LHC *

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2650162
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Bringing the HL-LHC sensitivity to the ±50% level, makes a big dent in this 
class of BSM models!

New HL-LHC 
projection

Old HL-LHC 
projection

Constraints on models with 1st order phase transition
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Is there still a physics case to study exclusive pp→ppH production? 
There is in principle a final opportunity to consider a new detector at +/– 420m from IP1/IP5 … 



Final remarks
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Final remarks

• It is frankly difficult to identify areas where significant 
improvements can be made to the approach and the strategy

• Immense amount of thought and work, both from the exptl and 
TH communities, went into today’s state of the art

• Time will improve the TH predictions even more, larger statistics 
and upgrade detectors will open new doors, with clear 
opportunities to reduce systematics and increase sensitivity, most 
of them documented in the HL-LHC reports

• The main change I would advocate is a change in attitude towards 
the relation between measurements, deviations and discoveries
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